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Please stand by for realtime captions.  

 

Thank you for holding. If you are a speaker on today's event, please press star zero. Once again, thank 

you for holding.  

 

Welcome to the Americas voting technology crisis Web conference. My name is Christine and I will be 

the operator for today's call. At this time, all participants are in a listen only mode. Later, we will 

conduct a question and answer session. Please note this conference is being recorded. A now turn the 

call to Michelle Bishop.  

 

It afternoon, everyone, first and foremost thank you so much for joining us today. I really is all of us are 

extremely busy but this is an important topic in 2016 and we have an amazing lineup of speakers today, 

we definitely appreciate your time. I just want to remind everyone today's session is conference call 

only, there is no web component today. If you're thinking I don't have a PowerPoint on my screen that is 

okay. We have about 90 minutes, four speakers and about 75-80 registered for the call there is a lot of 

you on the line and I hope the session will be action-packed. Today we are talking about what has been 

done in America's voting technology crisis. A think the high turnover just patient may -- high turnover 

registration today speaks of two factors we survey annually for priority issues of upcoming trainings in 

this specific issue, voting technology, has been number one on the list the past couple service. We know 

this is on the minds of PAVA staff all over the country across the network. You will recall we had a phone 

conference this past September with Diane Golden and the technical guidelines development 

committee of that U.S. Election Assistance Commission, who discussed assistant technology and current 

and emerging voting systems. If you able to join us, that is available online and Election Center 2016 

website. The session will be available as well after it has been recorded. Know there is a lot of interest, 

continuing interest in talking about this issue throughout the network. Secondly, I credit turnout for 

today's call to the fact that we have basically my dream team of presenters for this topic. I could not 

imagine a group of people I would rather have on the line today. You're going to be hearing from 

Thomas Hicks, vice chair of the uterus -- US election assistance commission I would be remiss if I don't 

quickly say congrats to Tom who became the chair of the commission on the 24th of this month Brian 

Hancock, the director of voting system testing and certification of United his election assistance 

commission, Leslie Reynolds, executive director of the National Association of secretaries of states, Tim 

Matisse executive director of the Election Center and potentially have Juan Gilbert, a professor at the 

University of Florida, chair of the computer information science and engineering department there as 

well. To talk about open source systems. For not able to have Juan join us today we will send 

information to the list serve after-the-fact to get you updated on those technologies. Since we don't 

have a chat box today, do feel free to shoot e-mails to me directly. If there is anything you need during 



the call behind the scenes and that is Michelle.bishop@NDRN .org. We will have Q&A at the end of the 

call so we can go ahead and get started with our first speaker. A number of you have likely actually met 

Tom Hicks before in his travels with EAC. We have had them sit down with the number of DNAs to talk 

about voting right issues and access issues important to people with disabilities especially with the 

upcoming elections if you have set down in a meeting with Tom Lisle free to give a shout out during the 

Q&A time and let us know why that was a beneficial experience for your P&A if you have in your 

thinking about EAC commissioners should be coming to my state and meeting with my P&A you can 

make a pitch for that during Q&A and I will try to get you on the short list. Now that I've sufficiently 

throw new under the bus before you begin speaking, Tom taken away.  

 

Thank you, Michelle. Again, I want to, this is Tom Hicks I am vice chair of the election assistance 

commission as of yesterday my fellow commissioners voted me to be chair of the EAC, which takes 

effect next week. Some very happy and happy that my fellow commissioners have put the confidence 

into me to help lead the organization through the 2016 years and we will see where we go from here. I 

want to echo what Michelle has said about the folks on the call I think we will have an excellent call 

today hearing from some experts in the field and true giants in the world of elections. I want to also 

echo the fact that if folks want to have myself or my fellow commissioners come out where we are on 

our listening tour throughout the states across this country, that we would be happy to sit down and 

talk to anyone about these issues because we all feel that this is important and needs to remain -- to be 

addressed. With that, I want to say how important it is for what folks are doing and I want to thank 

everyone for their hard work. It is sometimes thankless but as P&A sign of the work that you do is vital 

to ensuring elections run smoothly and voters have equal access to the polls and voting equipment. I 

wanted to also echo that what you are doing is still needed. We look back -- I was talking to some 

friends last week about how we are talking about it machine crisis for 2016. It seems like the more 

things change the more they stay the same in that 15 years ago or 16 years ago at the dawn of the new 

millennium, folks were talking about the Y2K crisis and what impending crisis we were having with 

technology and that we would basically be going back to the Stone Age. And I think the main reason that 

the crisis was avoided was that people actually prepared for it. And this means we need to prepare for 

these issues now and Brian Hancock who is here as well, will go into some of the things EAC is doing. I 

won't steal his thunder on that. So I just wanted to say that I think that with preparation we will have a 

successful 2016 election cycle and beyond. But that just means preparing for things that are coming 

along. That doesn't necessarily mean that all voting equipment is outdated, doesn't necessarily mean 

that voting equipment is broken, it just means to be prepared for similar to, I would say, changing the oil 

in your car. You need to make sure you maintain the instruments of the voting process to ensure a run 

smoothly. So, that is how I feel that 2016 is similar to 2000.  

 

One of the things that needs to be emphasized is that as P&A you need to work with election officials 

and Secretary of states office is because they are the experts in the field on how elections are run. They 

might not necessarily be the experts on the necessities that voters have but working with them you can 

bring to light some of the misconceptions they may have I think that working with them to ensure that 

this process will run smoothly is in everyone's best interest. Also, I wanted to talk a little about the EAC 

and what we are doing for 2016. We have -- we are reorganizing our website right now and it will 



hopefully be launched within the next few weeks or so. And the meantime we have in our page now, be 

ready '16. On that page, you will find several things that will be able to help you in terms of ensuring 

that elections can simulate run smoothly. Is mostly geared toward election officials but I think that if 

folks look at that they can also get some sort of knowledge on how to be ready for 2016 in terms of 

contingency planning.  

 

Vote by mail and USPS United States Postal Service issues. We recently met with the Postal Service to 

talk about ways to advance the election process in 2016. Accessibility issues. Poll worker recruitment 

and training. We are looking to open up and have a new poll worker recruitment guide within the next 

month or two. And we are looking to actually have a disability hearing in the next few weeks as well. So I 

hope that gets folks an understanding of where we are going and where we plan to be in 2016. I think 

that there are a number of other issues folks need to be aware of for 2016. One of the biggest things I 

think should be emphasized is that as states and localities go towards newer voting equipment, not to 

wait until election day so people become familiarized with the equipment. This goes into my previous 

point of working with election officials and Secretaries of State to find out what sort of voting 

equipment, if they are getting new voting equipment to go and test that voting equipment. When I say 

test I mean try it out to see what sort of functions work for you in terms of when you cast your ballot. 

With that I will end it here I want to begin thank everyone for all their hard work and effort to make sure 

that the process runs smoothly and if there is anything the EAC can do, feel free to contact me or at the 

end of the session I will be around for the Q&A. With that I will turn it back over to Michelle.  

 

Thanks so much, Tom. Honestly, any day I hear someone say that the protection and advocacy systems 

are continuing integral part of this process is pretty much a good day in my book so thank you for that. I 

want to stress that we see a very urgent and continuing need for the EAC to be part of this process. We 

have appreciated so much the opportunity to work with you on these issues I look forward to working 

about the priorities going for to talk in more detail about something EAC in preparation for 2016 I would 

like to pass it off to Brian Hancock Thank you, shall appreciate thank you Commissioner Hicks and most 

especially I want to thank all the members of the network that of invited us to speak this afternoon and 

hopefully good information, Commissioner Hicks already has and hopefully will be interested and have 

questions about the information I am going to provide. I will first talk very quickly that where I see the 

current state on voting technology and talk about what the EAC is doing related to the development of 

our future voluntary voting system guidelines. Those are essentially the standards by which we test the 

electronic voting equipment that comes to us and of course those standards include a significant section 

on how those systems should be able to accommodate individuals with disabilities.  

 

So where are we now? I think I should probably start out by saying since the passage of the Help 

America Vote Act I think there has been very significant improvement in the usability and accessibility of 

voting systems across the board. I don't think anybody that is familiar with the process we deny that. 

But, I also think that folks familiar with the process would also not deny there is much more work to be 

done and that is why we are very committed to the work we are doing developing those new standards I 

mentioned. I think some of the good news is voting system vendors are finally taking accessibility 



seriously and finally they are beginning to design systems with accessibility from the very beginning 

rather than trying to add it on later I think which we all know is a recipe for failure. I think that is some 

good news. Some other good news is I believe there is acknowledgment from election officials across 

the country that separate accessible systems don't work to the extent that they were initially thought of. 

In the Help America Vote Act it talks about accessibility being met by one accessible voting system in 

each polling place. I think everyone has come around to the fact that we really need to develop voting 

systems that are usable by everyone including disabled voters and that is really the way we need to 

move towards future.  

 

Finally I do think there is a growing acknowledgment among many in the election community that paper 

is inherently not accessible and that we need to, at the very least, start refocusing our thoughts about 

the concept of electronic ballot return. And with that we do particularly for the disability community 

would allow disabled voters to use their own familiar technology perhaps a home rather than try to 

come to the polling place or somewhere else and use technology they might not be as familiar with. So I 

think all of those things are good news and trends that we are seeing related to the technology moving 

forward. And we can talk about that more later on during the Q&A session if you would like. Let me talk 

now a little about what we are doing to develop the future and the standards I mentioned. We really 

initially started this process over two years ago and that was even before the president had nominated 

the commissioners currently here at the EAC when we actually lack a quorum we had no commissioners 

at that point but what we did know was that one of the first priorities would be to begin work on a new 

voluntary voting systems guideline document. So to that end, we got a working group of individuals 

together, ten or 12 folks, talked generally about what we thought the future development goals of that 

document should be. Not at all about what the specific requirement should be the have the document 

should be structured and what it should do and we came up with 12 goals but I think of particular 

interest three of those individual goals that we are trying to follow through with as we move forward.  

 

One of those is the voluntary voting system guidelines should reflect the bottom up reality of election 

administration, and back to those requirements that are common in each state as we move forward 

with this development. I think in the past we didn't always keep that in mind and that would be both the 

EAC and technical guidelines development committee. So perhaps the document wasn't as usable as it 

might be for election officials. Another important aspect is that requirements should be performance-

based and technology neutral meaning we don't really want to prescribe how the systems should meet 

those requirements are what they should look like that really only prescribe what they should do. Of 

course including usability, accessibility and security of those types of things. And finally, I think of 

particular interest to this group might be the concept that we really want to develop those goals to 

allow maximum flexibility possible to incorporate new or perhaps revised requirements, including those 

from other standard setting bodies. We are looking at the [ Indiscernible ] 2.0 standards in this arena 

and many others across the board. Because we don't want to spend time reinventing the wheel were 

not necessarily and where there are already good standards in many areas. So that is sort of the goal or 

baseline goals of what we are going to accomplish how we are trying to accomplish that I think is also 

changing fairly significantly and I think for the better. Those of you that know anything at all about the 

previous process and process described is our technical guidelines development committee really works 



with NIST and EAC to develop and write the standards. A thick in the past we were a little too focused on 

those three entities doing the bulk of the work and drafting. What we do is spend months, a year, 

whatever the timeline wise, to put a draft out there and ask for comments from the community, 

election officials, vendors, advocacy communities and we certainly got comments but I think the 

consensus from all those involved is that it didn't work as well as it might. We are trying to go about it a 

different way this time. What we are doing is NIST and EAC utilizing a series of public working groups to 

inform development of our new DPSG. And we have two goals for this. Our near-term is really to 

shorten the time needed for the development of and adoption of the VVSG by having all the interested 

parties to pay up front. Then at the same time. -- to participate up front but at the same time -- longer-

term to make a better process by which we can get newer versions of the guidelines out there in a more 

nimble fashion so we can respond quicker to new technological developments. In all areas. That includes 

accessibility and usability.  

 

Right now we have three major public working groups and then what we are calling constituency 

working groups. The major working groups are divided up into points in the election process. One is the 

pre-election working group, one is the election working group and the third is the post election working 

group. The pre-election group is chaired by Laura genome from Washington state she works in the 

Secretary of State office is election director the election working group is chaired by Bob Giles from the 

state of New Jersey and Linda Lamone director of Maryland State Board of elections. Of a constituency 

groups -- divided into cyber security that is chaired by Dr. David Wagner of Cal Berkeley the human 

factors working groups is chaired by someone very familiar to you all that is Diane Golden. 

Interoperability working group is chaired by Jeremy Gray the chief information officer for the Los 

Angeles County Clerk and recorder is office. And finally, there is a testing working group that is chaired 

by Mr. McDermott -- Mr. McDermott Coots. We have all the major groups involved the hope folks 

involved in the call interested particularly participate in the human factors working group also in any 

other working groups they feel they can provide useful information. And Michelle I can forward you the 

information for that know Diane has done a lot of outreach in the community but we can also forward 

information on how to become parts of those working groups if you would like that. I think the last thing 

I want to talk about is the scope and format of new guidelines documents. Before it was mostly a 

monolithic document. Folks told us it was written in a way that a lot of election officials and certainly 

other non-technical folks found it very difficult to read. To some degree that is natural because of the 

subject matter. It needs to be specific because the requirements do need to be tested and that sort of 

calls for specificity. But, we are aware that the usability and readability is important as well. As we move 

forward we are going to divide that document up into three separate documents this time. The highest 

level will be just a principles document.  

 

An example of that one of the principles might be that ballots should be cast as marked. And essentially 

something like ballots are cast as marked both secretly and privately for all individuals and that would 

be a simple statement, very readable for everyone. It would move down into more detailed 

requirements in another document that we give very specific about what that required means -- 

requirement means. Finally the last portion would be even more detailed test assertions those would 

only be focused for use by voting system manufacturers in their development and of course our test labs 



and other testing bodies when they test voting systems. And there definitely seems to be consensus 

among the technical guidelines development committee and those folks at ATAP -- at NIST and EAC and 

we are encouraged by what we see with the new TD EC and look forward to this process moving along 

fairly quickly in the next year to year and a half. With that, and the guy will conclude and let you move 

on and be open for questions later on, Michelle.  

 

Great. Thank you so much. We will have Q&A later on but I hope you don't mind if I ask you a quick 

follow-up question now or run something by you. You talked a little about in the next version of the 

guidelines that there will be more performance-based and less prescriptive. With that kind of brings up 

in my mind as we are looking at guidelines that are not necessarily saying you must have a touchscreen 

that is this many inches by this many inches and the standard of accessibility but one that acts as more 

of the user experience and what a voter would actually need to successfully be able to read the screen 

almost along the lines of, I have literally sitting on my desk in front of me that has an iPhone six that has 

a screen miniscule in comparison to the average voter machine but has built-in fixed -- built in features 

that I can zoom get large print, change the contrast tell it to read to me. It is actually -- would not meet 

those guidelines but infinitely more accessible than older voting technology we are seeing in use now. Is 

that sort of the impetus for these changes? Is that a fair comparison in terms of what we can expect to 

see?  

 

I think it is to a degree. There are however in some areas perhaps points where we might need to get a 

bit more descriptive. For example in the past we have used Section 508 guidelines as far as the reach for 

individuals that might be in a wheelchair. Standards for pounds of being able to grasp and turned dials 

and knobs, things like that that are a little prescriptive. I think the debate is how far down the path we 

want to go. Obviously the Access Board has gone down that path and I think the debate is still out there 

to see how far we want to go. Because I think in general you are exactly correct.  

 

Thank you I know I cheated I ask you a question outside the Q&A time.  

 

That is quite all right.  

 

It is such a change in how these guidelines have traditionally been written and I feel like I get a million 

questions a day on what exactly that means. I only can assume you get 30 million questions a day on 

what that means so I wanted to touch on that quickly. I will say we have in the past sent out to our 

network information on how to get involved in the public working groups that are giving input on the 

process right now. But I would love to send it out again hopefully call attention to it for some folks who 

may have overlooked in the past. I will absolutely do that. At this point we will start to shift gears. EAC as 

a commission really has a very broad national level focused. On this type of work. We are very lovely to 

have Leslie and Tim -- very lucky to have -- very in touch with states and local election authorities people 

doing the stuff at the state and local level and a great perspective on what they are in dissipating in 



terms of technology needs for 2016. Are we looking at an apt ending technology crisis in our upcoming 

elections or do we know what we will see happen on election day and how our election authorities 

preparing for that as well as how P&As can be part of the process. With that we will shift our attention 

in that direction and I would like to pass it off now to Leslie Reynolds.  

 

Thank you, Michelle and thank you to everybody who is participating, call. I appreciate the opportunity 

to talk about what the secretaries are doing. We just finished our winter conference in Washington DC 

last weekend so I have heard the most recent I think of many of their activities. This is a perfect 

opportunity for me to share some of those things with you. The Secretaries are working pretty hard to 

help local election officials prepare for another voting cycle for the presidential election in 2016 and as 

vice chair Hicks said, the more they plan, prepare, train and educate the better things will run. We have 

all learned that sort of the hard way. A lot has changed since the 2000 election and implementation of 

the Help America Vote Act. Some of those things have met great progress and as Commissioner Hicks 

has said some of those things have not been changes for the better. I believe that the passage of the 

Help America Vote Act was when the last true bipartisan collaborative pieces of federal legislation the 

way things used to work in Washington is groups would come to the table, often with their most 

extreme positions articulated and as the process moves forward, groups found consensus and 

compromise. Which resulted in actual progress. Now, Washington is often in the case where extremes 

are articulated and success is defined as maintaining that extreme without compromise. At our 

conference this year I heard a number of states indicate they had very productive working relationships 

with representatives from the P&As and disability rights community at the state and local level. And 

they were often hearing that there wasn't much progress from the national level.  

 

We have urged them to continue with the progress they are making at the state and local level because 

while progress at all levels matter, progress at the state and local level is extremely important right now. 

Hands as they make progress on issues of accessibility they share the progress with their colleagues 

around the country and that shared progress is honestly shared success as far as we are concerned. 

They have a number of new tools that will help this year. With the voting process. Today's online voter 

registration system sort of the new norm since the start of 2016 more than half of the eligible voting age 

population in the US can register to vote online. Is a this month 30 states plus DC offer online voter 

registration. There will be more states to follow. It replaces the paper-based voter registration drives 

and helps improve the administrative processes at the state and local level. It also will ensure people 

who thought they were signed up to vote actually are. We have heard that there are accessibility 

shortcomings with some of the state online voter registration systems. At that is the case in your state 

we urge you to reach out to Secretaries. Where relevant to offer solutions and suggestions to improve 

that. A per state is still building an online registration system, ask to get involved in the process. I have 

shared with my elections committee last month resources that the shell shared with me on who the 

states could reach out to for help with accessibility issues with online systems or websites. So I am 

happy to follow up with your secretary if you are having a difficult time connecting with someone. That 

is what we are here for.  

 



Another innovation happening at the state level as it relates to voter registration is automatic voter 

registration. There are a couple states right now, Oregon is actually begun the process of 

implementation, California is still in the process of developing their system and a couple more states 

looking at automatic photo registration. This would be adding people to the voter rolls from existing 

government databases rather than relying on individuals to register themselves. Again we also have 

same-day voter registration which used to be a practice and a small number of states. Now adopted in 

15 states. That allows for those who have moved or not you register to do so at the last minute and 

reduces the need for a provisional ballot however states want everyone to register prior to election day. 

The states have gotten much better at getting people in and out of the polls quickly. In 2014 average 

wait time was ten minutes or less. That is often done by offering alternative methods. By March voters 

will have an option to vote early in 2016. According to the national conscious -- conference of State 

legislators 33 states and the districting cast a ballot in person after a specified time leading to election 

day no excuses or justification required. You can also find a large number of states with no excuse 

absentee balloting and a handful of states that all of the ballots are cast by mail. A surprising number of 

people who cast ballots who request absentee ballots don't return them by mail. Local election officials 

develop drop off locations and both centers and county seats where ballots are returned also is 

Commissioner Hicks says working with the Postal Service to improve some of the services and facility 

consolidations, things that have happened that have not improved the process thus far. A few states are 

going to be implementing new voting systems in 2016. Virginia will have systems, Colorado, Rhode 

Island and Maryland. Some pirated systems in 2015 while others will do it during this year during 

presidential and state primaries.  

 

As we have heard about the call many states are using existing systems they have been working hard to 

maintain and ensure will work effectively on election day. I know of at least three states that organized 

task force is to plan for their system replacements. Minnesota, Montana and Nevada. So any task force 

that involves looking at new voting equipment is a task force the P&A should be actively engaged on. 

And that is not the case please let us know and we will reach out to the secretary's office to help you 

find at the right contact person to become involved in those task forces. Most states and localities are 

struggling with funding for the next generation of voting equipment. The Secretaries are working with 

state legislators to find different solutions. States, I know Brian Hancock said that newer systems are 

looking to incorporate accessibility from the very beginning. States and what we have seen in large part 

are either moving back to paper or already using paper which is something that wasn't envisioned under 

the Help America Vote Act. Unless voting a ballot marking device is used. You can play a big role reach 

out as a resource in helping these states to look at the systems and offers suggestions for accessibility. 

For many states the only use of technology will be accessible voting equipment. Helping states identify 

needs you have an participate in that process and be seen as a resource as invaluable. Having -- helping 

advocate for funding would be significant help Secretaries are competing with a lot of other programs 

for state funding. More voices calling for funding would be obviously of great value.  

 

There has been a proliferation of state government voter education materials and multiple linkages, 

more accessible format and more types of media. Voter outreach they are doing a longer is as much a 

paper-based process. There is still voter guides mailed in some states that more and more information is 



going online into more accessible formats. They are doing more digital outreach with Twitter, social 

media so much more information can get to voters in a more efficient effective manner. And the last 

thing I want to focus on this poll worker assistance recruitment training. This is another area I feel like 

this is such a natural fit for P&A groups and you -- may very well be doing that in your state but if you're 

not consider offering your groups as a resource because the Secretaries need such tremendous 

assistance in doing poll worker recruitment drives and training of poll workers and how to effectively 

deal with different types of disabilities poll workers may be experiencing and polling places on election 

day. A whole host of activities that P&As can participate and. Bottom line it is a big year obviously 

reaching out as a resource with solutions and suggestions would be extremely important. If NASS can be 

helpful in establishing or improving relationships you don't have yet or would like to have larger 

happened would like to improve that is what we are here for. Please reach out to me I am happy to help 

make that connection. That and.  

 

Thank you so much. I want to take a quick moment to stress that that offer to help make connections 

with Secretaries of State is completely genuine lastly -- Leslie and I run into each other we have this 

conversation we really feel that Secretaries of State are really in tune with the needs of the state in 

terms of administering elections. But the the P&As really have so much expertise to offer when it comes 

to voter access and those partnerships in advance of election day can really help to make sure we are 

and lamenting our elections in the best way possible for all Americans regardless of disability. This is the 

conversation we have had any times. I would say do not hesitate to reach out to Leslie or me I can help 

you make that connection we are happy to help folks make those connections with Secretaries of State 

state. I know they are absolutely P&As on the call that have fantastic relationships with their Secretaries 

of State who do a lot of amazing work together but in states where it has been harder to build the 

bridge or maybe there is newer staff on the call who have yet to establish that, that is something we can 

help you do and we would be happy to do. With that I will go ahead and pass off to TM your.  

 

Thank you, Michelle. Good afternoon, everybody. I appreciate the opportunity to participate in 

whatever I can from the elections centers perspective. For those of you on the call that might not know I 

would like to start with brief information about the Election Center and what we do. Election Center is a 

not-for-profit organization dedicated to really promoting and preserving and improving democracy. Our 

members are basically government employees whose profession it is to serve in voter registration and 

elections administration. We also include in our membership base those voting system vendors that 

interact on election issues with our voting election administrators. We provide a professional education 

and certification program to state and local election officials around the country in conjunction with 

Auburn University in Alabama. Auburn is the only university in the country that offers elections 

concentration in their Masters of Public administration program. So it is a really -- a real big honor to 

partner with them and they should be recognized again for their unique position including election 

administration issues in their Masters program. We also conduct three major conferences during the 

course of the year bringing together election officials to talk about all issues related to their professions. 

Election Center was one of the partners in research alliance for accessible voting which was established 

to advance the state of elections and voting through research development, evaluation evaluation, 

dissemination and implementation of concepts and technologies that does increase access to and 



participation in democracy. This project was from 2011-2014 and it was a grant issued by the United 

States EAC. We subcontracted with Clemson University to do training around the country bringing 

together all of our partners to continue to educate election officials to the needs of our disability 

community and gain access to their right to vote privately and independently. And those partners that 

we were with were representatives from the American Association of people with disabilities. The 

Association of assistive technology programs, Carnegie Mellon University, Center for accessible 

information, Clemson University, election data services, paraquat incorporated, Rutgers University and 

the Tennessee disability coalition. We had a very broad range of representation. Each of those entities, 

when we created training that we did in 2013 and 2014 around the country, those partners work with us 

and we held seminars for local and state election officials around the country.  

 

And continuing support of those efforts I recently sent a letter of support to a research team at Rutgers 

University as they apply for funding to reduce the 2012 national election survey on polling place 

accessibility in 2016 and again in 2018. So hopefully that will provide us with very valuable information 

as it did in the previous surveys and assist us in identifying those areas in election administration and the 

voting process where we can improve and providing accessibility to everyone.  

 

Regarding today's topic I can assure you that well before there was a national spotlight focused on aging 

voting technology and what is being referred to as the looming crisis, election officials across the 

country all grappling with local and state fiscal authorities to talk about and plan for the replacement of 

their aging voting systems, many of them. Ironically enough, as wonderful as technology has advanced 

in every aspect of our lives it has caused interesting dilemma because the more advanced we become 

the more quickly our voting systems become outdated. With election officials across the country we see 

go for $3 billion -- received over $3 billion to replace aging systems and provide increased opportunities 

for all eligible voters to vote privately and independently. These are good, positive changes. However, 

with the expansion of technology at such a rapid speed side effects are being felt by our election officials 

around the country and that is technology that was efficient and workable ten-20 years ago is no longer 

viable. If we think about this in terms of our personal computer devices whether it is a desktop, laptop, 

handheld portable device, we know when we purchase it we purchased it most likely performing to our 

satisfaction. Within a year they were already becoming obsolete and new versions of software and 

devices are tramping and replacing what was just a short time ago a very viable piece of technology. We 

are often forced to upgrade our system so we can maintain the current level of personal and business 

needs. With the voting systems many states purchase the technology has extended beyond the shelf life 

of many systems and election officials are left to patch and repair and replace components and 

elements within their aging systems just to keep them functioning and basically at a minimum level. It 

was the Brennan Center report indicated on their aging voter technology back in January 2015 the 

problem of aging voting technology reaches nearly every corner of the United States. The voting systems 

of previous eras were designed to last for decades point in fact the old lever machines which have been 

used for over 90 years. I used to be an elections official in the state of New York and we had some lever 

machines that if they fell off the back of a truck they would just pick it up and throw it back on and it 

was no worse for the wear. Those things were like tanks.  

 



So HAVA was a result of the voting system meltdown. When election officials are running up against 

brick walls attempting to get funding for voting systems the frustration level runs high. In some 

instances it seems the only reasonable course left is to wait for another collection -- election and 

perhaps the federal government will provide funding to update their systems. This is certainly not the 

kind of mindset to operate one of the most important aspects of our democratic process to say the 

least. In 43 states the oldest machines will be at least ten years old this November. In 14 states there will 

be more than 15 years old. According to the same Brennan report with the vast number of states the 

need to purchase and deploy new void and systems many indicate they do not know where they will get 

the money to pay for the new machines. Many jurisdictions are attempting to replace worn components 

with aging systems to identify the most critical pieces of their machines and make sure the Band-Aids 

are applied in the most appropriate way. Some jurisdictions attempting to buy back -- backup 

equipment like it used part lot for part breaks it can take it off the backup machine to keep those 

systems going. While there is reason of course to be concerned about what can happen on election day 

2016 there are a few certainties. Election officials have had to be resilient for decades, working in 

conditions with less than adequate resources and at the same time expected to have a perfect election. 

Because of the dramatic changes in technology since HAVA, this is offering us machines and systems 

that are more reliable, usable, more accessible and less expensive. This whole notion of moving to 

commercial off-the-shelf hardware for example such as commercial printers or Android tablets, iPads, 

they are far cheaper and can more easily be replaced. Remember it is election officials in of the business 

better than anyone and they too are providing innovative and more economic approaches to their 

voting system needs by some instances building their own voting systems.  

 

I would say that one of the most important aspects of us all moving forward and successfully navigating 

the technological challenges we face in this presidential election year is to bring together the 

stakeholders. Like we are doing today in forming those partnerships to educate one another and foster a 

team approach to solving our collective issues. We all have one goal and that is that every eligible voter 

in the United States has the opportunity to cast their votes in a private and independent fashion and to 

have complete confidence that the vote is counted. Thank you and I look forward to your questions at 

the end of our session.  

 

Thank you. I did not say much about the Election Center going in because I knew you would give us a 

great summary of what the Election Center is and why the Election Center has been so important to the 

process because I suspect a lot of participants on the call to date may be heard the Election Center but 

aren't that familiar with what you do so thank you for that. I cannot say enough about how much we 

appreciate the work of the Election Center and how important our relationship with the Election Center 

has been you have really been at the forefront of talking to elections officials about access for voters 

with disabilities. And how much of a priority that needs to be really balancing accessibility with security 

concerns and pushing that issue in the elections community. That has been so instrumental in moving a 

lot of these issues forward. So thank you for that. We have one more piece today before we go to the 

Q&A time if Juan Gilbert is on the call please let me know immediately or you are about to hear me 

pitcher a description of the prime three voting system.  

 



I am here.  

 

Yes. Juan had a packed day today and wasn't able to join us at the beginning. I was ready to talk. It was 

not going to be pretty because you know my technology in comparison to yours is -- we won't go there. 

But it is a sad thing so please take it away tell us about prime three and if anyone wants to take a look at 

what he is talking about you can pull up on your web browser prime voting system.or. Juan.  

 

Thank you. Great timing I will pick up where Jim left -- Tim left off -- talking about commercial off-the-

shelf open-source and things so I am going to pick up there. So prime three is a voting technology that 

we created dating back to 2003. It was created when I was at Auburn University and I left Auburn and 

then it was Clemson and now I'm at the University of Florida. So prime three was designed back in 2003 

to address what Brian said earlier at that time HAVA had come out and was hiring each voting place to 

have one accessible voting machine. When we saw that we set a this would never work. It is the one 

machine for everyone and at the time people said you can't build one machine so we did it. And we 

designed one machine prime three stands for premier third-generation voting system first generation 

his paper a second generation is voting and touchscreen and the third is universal design prime three. So 

the goal of prime three was allow everyone to vote on the same machine independent of their ability or 

disability. And it allows you to do so by touching the screen or responding with sound or voice or using a 

switch or keyboard. Multiple ways to interface with prime three. So we traded it. We did not realize at 

the time we had created the first universally designed voting machine in the sense that everybody can 

vote on this machine. It was primarily just software that ran on a commercial off-the-shelf component.  

 

We did this in 2003, we got the grant from the National Science Foundation and received a grant from 

the United States election assistance commission. We did lots of research studies with every 

demographic you can imagine. We did studies with aging, college kids, blind, independent living centers 

I mean we did everywhere for over a decade. To my knowledge there is no other system created that 

has been tested more extensively than what we have done with prime three with diversity of people. So 

we did this and did some elections and elections in Oregon where they took prime three out to rehab 

centers and I think it was three counties and we did with Costa -- CASA and then in 2014 we did New 

Hampshire. We did a primary and midterm election. And we did those elections results came back very 

positive. People very excited about it. So fast-forward to 2015. In September of 2015 we released 

proprietary open-source on get help. -- on GitHub and then New Hampshire went statewide with prime 

three. So that was the first time to our knowledge that the state had done this accessible open-source 

software package. I will tell you more about what prompted that election. We learned a lot to doing it 

these studies some elections. We released it as open-source so more people can get access to it. And 

there are lots of stories I think even from releasing it as open source there are a lot of stories I could tell 

as far as how it could be used and what people could incorporate election officials. A lot of stories to be 

told there and we can get into that in the Q&A. But I think the big thing about prime three was 

accessible, usable, open-source and secure. Let me walk you through how it actually works. So it begins 

with the software. We put it in web browser and went off-line so you can get a tablet or device and 

openness in your browser and put it in full screen mode and or switches and we connect a printer. Then 



we stick a single sheet of paper in the printer and the election -- election official brings the voter to the 

machine in the they entered appropriate access code and start voting. And they do this touching or 

speaking, things like that. When you speak you don't say a person's name. If I was going to vote for Brian 

Hancock it was a developer Brian Hamm kick save vote and I would respond by saying vote or blow into 

the microphone. And make my selection. So them once I do my selection and fill out my ballot I am 

done, I review it and press the ballot and it prints it, starts with a blank piece of paper and it prints the 

contents of who you voted for. That is the prime three ballots but in New Hampshire we actually printed 

a large optical scan to ballots. I will come back to that in a second. But then the prime three ballot will 

go in the ballot box where it can be scanned back in and it doesn't have to have a barcode. We use 

optical character recognition or OCR. We can read it back to you and it goes to the ballot box. So now it 

is in the ballot box and what happened to take them out and scan them through a copy machine and it 

takes a picture of every ballots. So I have a physical ballot, a digital version and then we run our 

software that takes the images and creates text file versions of the images and we count the ballot. So 

we are running test on that right now the OCR. We are building a confidence up to 90 percent 

confidence even with up to 60 percent error. So we are doing really good at this right now. That gives 

you an idea of the process. I know there have been issues several people handling paper and we 

designed, have not implemented but to find and have a video that demonstrates a particular piece of 

technology that would remedy that and still get you the paper ballots. I am okay with an electronic 

ballots but I don't know the security committee will ever let us get past that. But I know a paper ballot 

seems to be very much supported. It gives us software independence which is what prime three [ 

Indiscernible ]. That gives you an idea of how it works. Again we also have prime three set up if you work 

to appraiser he works as an absentee technique as well.  

 

The idea there is the voter would get a letter in the mail that has an envelope. They go on the website 

and they don't have to put in information, I recommend they only put in an address and then they get 

the appropriate ballot, fill it out the prints and they put it in the envelope sent to them. And send it 

back. We have tested prime three with screen readers and it works with screen readers. We've tested it 

on website used. It does not have to go back to the server there are privacy issues when that happens so 

we know it is secure even when we use it online. And we have security inserts. I actually reviewed this as 

well. To my knowledge to date there has never been anyone say they can hack prime three. That hasn't 

been said. We know we have security, usability, accessibility and open-source all in one. So without in 

New Hampshire they went statewide -- this February. They are going to go again in the fall. New 

Hampshire to the software they call their system version one for all because the YouTube video 

demonstration but one for all powered by prime three and we received an e-mail two days after the 

election saying colon quote we think the one for all powered by prime three was a huge hit with our 

election officials in disability community. Even when we experienced technical problems disability voters 

generally understanding and hoping for future elections using this so they were very excited about it 

and all the issues they had that they reported to us were issues where there was some disconnect in 

communication with election officials on how to actually use the machines and things like that. Other 

than that, everything went well in New Hampshire. So that gives you an overview of prime three, how it 

works. New Hampshire went well and moving forward what we plan to do is continue to work with 

states if there are individuals that want to try and use it we are happy to integrate prime three into their 

infrastructure. We are talking in California now and a couple other places. The hope is places will look at 



it and we are doing, in New Hampshire go back and get an analysis of how much they saved with prime 

three. If I'm not mistaken they got Dell tablets I think they least off their state contract and the makeup 

printers and things like that so it was very economical for them to set this up versus a vendor or going 

100 percent paper and other things.  

 

They did have a paper ballot for most voters. They were using prime three is an accessible voting 

machine in New Hampshire but they would not let anyone vote on it. With that I will stop there and we 

can do Q&A. Thank you, all.  

 

Great, Juan, thank you so much I'm really hoping we have some people on the call today that if we have 

anyone from New Hampshire or any other places where prime three has been used or demoed please 

feel free to jump injuring Q&A and contribute to that we would love to hear about it. Thank you to our 

presenters we have about 20 minutes to do Q&A. Christine, we are ready for you Thank you we will now 

begin the question-and-answer session. If you have questions please press star then one on your 

touchtone phone. If you wish to be removed from the queue press the pound key. There will be a delay 

before the first question is announced. If you and a speakerphone you may need to pick up the handset 

before speaking. If you have a question press star then one on your touchtone phone. Cindy Robertson, 

please go ahead. , Michelle this is in the Robertson with the disability rights Center in New Hampshire. It 

is interesting to hear from Dr. Gilbert about prime three. I appreciate that. I would like to supplement 

about our experience because our office did monitor the polls specifically to see how the new prime 

three machine was working. It is interesting to hear they reported some technical difficulties because I 

think the overall experience was the people we polled and spoke to and our own use of the machine 

was not the best experience. It absolutely is a huge improvement over what we had in New Hampshire 

before this. We had the phone fax system. But there are things I'm hoping the state will work out that I 

don't know if Dr. Gilbert you can address some concerns? The largest issue was the audio itself people 

were hearing in their headphones was distorted. There might be something New Hampshire does or 

doesn't do but I wasn't sure whether that is something that is fixable on your end or something the state 

itself needs to work on how they actually input names of candidates. That was the biggest issue and 

others I can pass on but could you address several of the?  

 

Definitely. I'm not sure the names come from text to speech engine and we did receive feedback that 

people do not like the text to speech we try to get different options. The problem is it is all open source 

is hard to find a really good text to speech engine that is free. But we do have an site are ballots where 

you can do what is called a sound Mike where you can spell out and get the correct pronunciation. I'm 

not sure if that was something that was done in New Hampshire to really spell out the names so the 

pronunciation would be more exact. That may be what happened. The headset we had issues with the 

headset they were using initially. There was some problems. I don't know if they got new ones or what 

happened with those.  

 



The headsets themselves seem to be fine. It really was whatever technique they used to actually have 

electronic voice that was saying the name so ending fouls would get dropped off. And a presidential 

primary it is pretty easy to identify with the name should be because we have been so inundated with 

names of candidates. At some point the hope is to use the machine at the municipal level on local 

elections in which case if names are being identified it will be much more difficult to understand clearly 

who they were. I don't know that might be something on the state in New Hampshire. That was a real 

problem. The ballots were different the state represented to us that come November they will have 

corrected that and the ballots printed will be identical to everyone else's ballot. And in New Hampshire 

at least four Tuesday's presidential primary the microphone itself attached to the headphones was not 

working at all. I personally had a blind gentleman come to my polling place and he was not able to use 

the tablet or keyboard. Again, he had his wife assisting with the regular paper ballot that was sort of a 

shame. Like you say this great technology. I guess as a purely person who cannot high tech it doesn't 

seem so complicated as to why some of the smaller issues would exist in this day and age because it is 

on a tablet but there are things they are still working out with it. I guess my bottom line is it is much 

improved absolutely. There are still things not going well that were frustrating for us from the disability 

point of view but hopefully that can get worked out by our primary election in September and of course 

the general election.  

 

Thanks for letting me know I can follow up with the Secretary of State office about those things. The 

family find out about the microphone.  

 

That would be --  

 

I will find out.  

 

That would be appreciated. We knew ahead of time they were not going to work, they told us that. That 

wasn't a surprise. It was a disappointment but not a surprise. Like I said I think the biggest complaints 

we were getting was the audio itself was difficult to understand. Thank you I appreciate it and 

appreciate hearing from you.  

 

I might have to make a quick pitch we should talk about NDRN's annual conference coming up in June in 

Baltimore to get folks in your team and prime three there to demo. I would love to have some of our 

network take a look at the system. Christine? Anymore questions.  

 

If you have a question please press star then one on your touchtone phone.  

 

Michelle? Can you say when the conference is in Baltimore?  



 

Definitely as soon as I look on my calendar to remember the exact dates. Gene 133 the 16 in -- June 13-

16 in Baltimore. We are pushing to get all types of voting system vendors there to demo their systems. 

Me it had marginal luck in the past so we will take a shot in 2016 and see where we go. I have a question 

that came to my e-mail if I can toss in that quickly. I will stress I think all of our presenters are pretty 

familiar with the P&A network and if you're not, they are the largest provider of legally based advocacy 

and disability rights services in the United States so a lot of our P&A staff are attorneys this question in 

particular she says my training is in law, to be a resource for my Secretary of State is the move to online 

voter registration where can I get training and information on building an accessible online voter 

registration system second be a meaningful resource to my Secretary of State if anyone has import on 

that?  

 

Excellent question.  

 

Eyeliner right now of a couple of places -- this is Leslie -- the Secretaries have utilize universities local to 

them the University of Maryland, you MPC has been utilized by the Maryland state board of elections. 

The center for specific design has some resources but I can look and see where some of the other states 

have gotten some Assistance from.  

 

That sounds great. I can jump in here a little bit as well. It is funny that you mentioned center for Civic 

design and colleagues at University of Baltimore. We are hoping to have a session with them at our 

annual conference in June that I just mentioned. We still have to work with them on that so hopefully 

that will happen. Are talking about ballot design I think that would go toward accessible online voter 

registration there may be opportunities to talk about it there. I will keep you posted on that. Once that 

session comes together. We are still working on a behind-the-scenes. I can also send out any resources 

we have two the listserv. If anyone is working on the issue right now on states where online voter 

registration is being implemented I'm happy to help you make connections with people like center for 

Civic design as well we done a lot of work with the LCL you have a staff person who works on access and 

disability rights behind the report that came out from the ACLU with a reviewed online voter registration 

systems. We can help you make connections with some of those folks that can actually do one-on-one 

discussion and talk it through with the use you so get in touch with me if that is something you need I 

am happy to help coordinate some of that for you.  

 

A question has chimed up shall we take the?  

 

Absolutely.  

 



The question from Stephanie Patrick, please go it.  

 

This is Stephanie Patrick I work at the Trevor Plouffe the Africa center we are the P&A in the Louisiana. 

Before as my question I will shout out to working with your Secretary of State. We have had a long-term 

relationship with our Secretary of State here in Louisiana and it has been really good. I think at the 

beginning we kind of had to prove we would be a valuable resource to them but once we did that it has 

been nice to have that inputs. Louisiana is in a kind of exciting place because we are getting new voting 

machines. We don't have any money but that pretty soon I think the issue will be so urgent we don't 

have a choice only start working to new systems and also in a cool place we don't have a requirement 

for paper ballots. So we have a lot of opportunities to push voting and make it more accessible. In ways 

that maybe it has not been before. Not having the whole mindset of how are you going to do the paper 

ballot and what happens with the printer I think gives us a lot of flexibility. I just wonder if any of you 

want to talk about the cutting edge of voting technology making it as accessible as possible because that 

is what the state has been clear they want this to be fully accessible for as many people as possible. It is 

nice we are going to be buying machines for the whole state. We don't do parish by parish or city by city. 

A lot of the voting machine manufacturers and software developers want to be part of this in the 

Louisiana. We have a lot of ability to influence this process.  

 

Brian? You and Tom probably see more so than anybody else, all the things that are out there. I can --  

 

Shore. This is Brian. Ducey a lot. I am definitely aware of the fact that the recent meeting I was talking 

with vendors that had equipment here and a lot of them are specifically contemplating how they will 

respond to Louisiana when the RFP comes out. I know they already understand the fact that there is no 

paper ballot requirement does give them an additional opportunity and poses some additional 

challenges to them but I think as I mentioned earlier the good news is that community, the vendor 

community is realizing and working to design systems from the ground up with accessibility built and 

whether that is through the use of COTS devices or the use of proprietary systems. I think there is good 

news all around in that area. Certainly they will be looking to our standards development effort to see 

where we are headed in the future to the extent their systems are just being designed I think we will try 

to incorporate as much of the potential new standards or requirements as they can. I think from our and 

that is what we see.  

 

This is Leslie. I think they also -- I don't know if he has already done or planning to do in near future, 

having been exposed demo virtual inviting all the system vendors to come into Louisiana and so they 

can come and try out the different systems. They did a little bit of that in Colorado trying different 

systems utilizing a couple different systems during some of the municipal elections last spring so the 

Secretaries doing something similar in he is turning them all into happen Expo demo some of the things 

they are proposing for the future of voting systems.  

 



I will say -- this is Juan again -- I have not heard about the invitation I was not aware that. I will say that 

the idea of going open source, a lot of vendors as you can imagine art too excited. I keep telling them 

they are missing the point they are hurting themselves. That is the open source initiative with prime 

three as states start to look at it. Eventually they have to sign on even if they don't want to just because 

they don't have an affordable option. That will force a lot of states to go open source. Going open 

source isn't what people imagine it to be. It isn't like going to the store and buying an iPad and take it 

home and use it. Going open source [ Indiscernible ] technical expertise and support. It might be the sale 

or service provider [ Indiscernible ] service contract really counts of vendors eventually have to wake up 

and some vendor is going to have an open source option where the real agreement is on the service 

contract and support is where it is going to be. There is no with the state is going to sustain a contract 

that they need, vendors will not stay in business at this rate. It is just a matter of time. I don't know who 

is going to do it first but someone is going to adopt open-source and they will actually me to this model 

similar to what you see with [ Indiscernible ] providers.  

 

Juan I will make sure to reach out to the Secretary to issue an invitation to you.  

 

Thank you. To have any more questions in the queue?  

 

We have no further questions at this time.  

 

We have a few more minutes I can see if any other questions come along. While we do that, I have a 

quick question admittedly time this might put you on the spot a little bit. You mentioned early in the call 

that there is a hearing around voters with disabilities specifically through the work with the EAC. Know 

that is still in the planning stages that are you able this time to give us more detail on what that might 

look like?  

 

No. I think that in all seriousness I think my fellow commissioners and I have talked about location, 

timing, trying to work it to all three schedules match because we feel this is an important issue and we 

are just looking at a location that we can all be at during the same time. I think that we should have 

more of an understanding by the end of this week or middle of next week but I think that this is 

something that we all feel should be looked at a little bit more in-depth and we take it very seriously. I 

hope to have something by the end of this week.  

 

That will suffice. If there is anything, I know a lot of people on the call probably saw we actually did 

something -- send something to our network asking about potential locations that might be good for a 

hearing. Some might be familiar with that already. If there is anything that we can do to assist in helping 

to put together an effective hearing on those the shows -- on those issues we are happy to sign up. Also 

as a public hearing it will be webcast and everyone bit -- [ Multiple Speakers ]  



 

That being said I think one of the things that would be very important for us -- I think it is great to have 

webcast but I think that having actual people in the audience is huge because just looking at the three 

commissioners and witnesses doesn't get the full effect of how important issues can be. I would really 

hope that no matter what location we pick that if people are able to get to the location, I'm not saying if 

we have it in Maine a asking people to come from California but if you have the resources to do so 

please you are more than welcome to. But I think it would be really great if we can take a hearing on the 

road and show how important this is by making sure that every seat is filled in that venue I think would 

be huge. Once I get that information I will pass that on to Michelle and hopefully folks can plan 

accordingly.  

 

Thank you. It is just about 3:30 unless any more questions show up in the queue that might actually be a 

great way to close out the call.  

 

We have no further questions.  

 

It sounds like we covered it. We will wrap up but I want to quickly say thanks to everyone who joined us 

today. As I said when we started I know everyone is really pretty -- really busy we appreciate your time I 

want to say to each presenter thank you so much this was a robust call. Exactly what I anticipated from 

the session today thank you so much for giving us your time as well for all the fantastic information that 

was shared. If anyone has a follow-up question that occurs to you over the next couple weeks or you 

would like to talk with any presenters in more detail about any issues that came up today, feel free to 

reach out to the dissenters you can reach out to me I am happy to help you make those connections. 

With that I would like to say thank you everyone.  

 

Thank you, Michelle.  

 

Thanks.  

 

Thanks, Michelle.  

 

Have a good afternoon.  

 

Thank you. Thank you ladies and gentlemen this concludes today's conference. Thank you for 

participating, you may now disconnect. [Event concluded] 
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